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['he overall objective of this work is to investigate the stluctural aspects of a novel hull 
design called SLICE, developed by Lockheed under contract to Olliee of .\'ava! Resean;h 
The program :VIAESTRO (The Method for Analysis, Evaluation, and Structural 
Optimization), which is a finite element-PC based analysis tool designed to facilitate the 
modeling of ocean engineering structures was used for the investigation A three dimen~ional 
model of the SLICE structure was exposed to six different load ~ases_ Each load case 
represents a different wave to hull angle interaction. T hree cases were subjected to sea slate 
5, and the last three cases were exposed to sea state 8_ Since the SLICE lacks the continuous 
underwater hu ll that offers the large longitudinally rigidity tor the SWATH, its longitudinal 
structure is of concern and the transverse ~tructure becomes a concern with the possibility of 
severe torsional loads midships on the box. The foHowing concerns are addressed in this 
work : 1. Compare and verily the SLICE structure's reactions to the different load cases with 
known SWATH reactions 2. VerilY if the beam seas which provide the max.imum prying 
side force in the SWATH also affect the SUCE structure similarly 3 Validate the program 
MAESTRO by varying stnlcturaJ parameter for the "box" of the SLICE structure and then 
exposing it to the same load cases and comparing to the baseline model 
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The overall purpose of this thesis is to investigate the stmetural aspects of a novd 
hull design by Lockheed under contract to the Office of Naval Rest:areh called SLICE 
(Advanced Technology Demonstration ATD). The tool used for the investigation of 
the SLICE structurt: was MAESTRO. MAESTRO (Tht: Mt:thod for Analysis, 
Evaluation, and Structural Optimization) is a finite clement-PC based analysis tool 
designed to facilitate the modeling of ocean engineering structures. including ships . The 
SLICE ship hull is a geometrically innovative design that is a modification oflhe 
SWATH hullfoml 
To begin. lhe SWATH slnlcture must be defined. SWATH is an acronym for 
Small- Waterplane - Twin -Hull. The SWATH ship can be described as a pair of 
torpedo-like hulls submerged undtrwakr, and connected through the water surface to a 
box-like structure by one or two struls per hull which present a smaller waterplane area to 
dynamic wave actions than conventional monohull ships. SWATH ships are buoyantly 
suppol1ed vehicles with most of the huoyancy located in twin hulls below the water 
su rface. 
The low waterplane area ship concept is nol new, with the first patents issued 
about the tum of Ihe century. It was nol until the early 1970s that the United States Nav y 
launched the SSP Kaimalino. SSP stands for semi-submerged plat form. Since then. 
SWATH development in various companies in Japan and the United States has resulted 
in a number of technically advanced designs as well a~ the development of a 
comprehensive design and performance prediction data base. 
B. SWATH ADVANTAGES 
The SWATH ship has several operational advantages compared to regular 
displacement ships. and Catamarans. f'igu re 1 from Gupta IRd. 11, shows the 
fundamental characterist ic of the monohull, catamaran, and SWATH hull forms . The 
S\VATH ship design has been found to be more seakimJly than the conventional 
monohulls. 
Monohull Catamaran SWATH 
Figure I. From Ref. I , Comparison of Geometric Features 
Like the submersible platforms used in the offshore oil industry, SWATH ships provide a 
platfonn relative ly isolated from the effects of ocean-surface disturbance. Although the 
additional wcltcd surface area of the SWATH leads to higher frictional resistance values 
for a given displaced volume, the smaller waterplane area tends to reduce wave making 
resistance especially at high speeds. The low watellliane area and the fact that much of 
the ship's volume is well above the water in a box-like bridge stmeture means that there 
will be litt le effect on speed and motions from a seaway. The large box structure leads to 
efficient utilization oftbe payload space due to the rectangular plan of the spaces. The 
large box also provides large deck areas for other vital shipboard operations such as 
hel icopter landings or the addition of different mission dependent equipment packages. 
Othcr significant advantages over monohulls and catamarans include the following: 
Reduced deck wetness 
Reduced slamming in waves 
Excellent low speed maneuvering and coursekeeping 
• Rcduced pitch and heave. 
C . S\\""Al'H PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LOADS 
The primary seaway loading for a monohull is a wave induced vcnical bending 
moment that is most severe in head seas and results in longitudinal stresses which can he 
predicted using classical beam theory. But a(;cording to Sikora and Dinsenbacher 
[Ref. 2J, for the SWATH structure, the primary loading is a transverse bending momcnt 
which simultaneously flexes the struts inbomd toward each other and thcn pries them 
apart. These bending moments are most severe in beam seas, and the resulting transverse 
strcsscs have been found not to behave in a classical manner. Also, secondary loads :1fe 
caused by slam impacts and wave slapping .. \1onohull.'i experience these loads on the 
how in head seas and SWATH ships experience these loads due to the wave action of the 
watcr cntrapped between the hulls which impacts the underbody with local slam 
pressures. Definitively, the most significant wave-induced loads on SWATH ships are 
side forces which, as stated earlier, squcczc thc lower hulls towards each other and then 
pry them apa.t1. Bcam scas produce the most severe side force. The side force creates a 
transvcrse bending moment acting on the cross-structure causing the main deck to be in 
tension during Ihe squcezing cycle (transverse hogging) and in compression during the 
prying cyclc (sagging) The second most significant seaway loading is a yaw torsional 
Also, Sikora and Dinsenbacher [Ref. 2] stated that the longitudinal distribution of 
side forces can be assumed to be trapozoidal from bow to stern. A forward eccentricity of 
thc trapezoid produccs a "toe-in'" of thc lower hulls while an aft eccentricity ofthc 
trapezoid produces a "toe-out." 
D. SWATH AND SLICE DIFFERENCE 
The major difference between the SWATH and the SLICE is the separation of the 
long continuous submerged hull in the latter. This is accomplished by taking the long 
continuous SWATH submerged hu lls and splitting them into shorter, wider hulls. This 
results in the SLICE ship design with four hulls and four struts. figure 2. illustrates the 
geometrical difference between the SLICE and SWATH. 
SLICE SWATH 
Figure 2. Geometric comparison between SLICE and SWATH. 
For the SLICE structure which is the subject of this thesis. the forward hulls are offset 
inboard from the aft hulls to reduce interference. The SLICE is assumed to have the same 
operational advantages deseribed above for the SWATH. 
1. Other SLICE Advantages 
The assumed primary advantage of a SLICE hull over a conventional SWATH is 
in its ability to maintain higher speeds due to decreased resistance. The SLICE is 
designed to reach speeds up to 33 knots in sea statc 5. The theory is to gct over the 
"hump" in the Resistance Coefficient vcrses Froude Number curve, which occurs at a 
Froude number of about 0.44. At a Froude number of 1.5, the resistance is considerahly 
rraude number of abouT 0.44. At a FroudI;': number of 1.5, the resiSlanct is considerably 
reduced .. For a given velociTY, lhe hull form required to gel this froude numocr is a short 




where V is the velocity, g is the accekralion due to gravity, and T, is the kngth ot'thc 
hull. 
2. Structures 
As slared earlier, tbe primary loading of aSWATII hull is a transverse bending 
mOlllent. llut in the SLICE structure, the lateral projected area is smaller than an 
equivalent SWATH. Thtrdon::, the transverse bending Illoment uflhe SLICE is smaller 
than the SWATH. Also, the continuous unden.valer hull thaI offers large longitudinal 
rigidity for the SWATH docs not exist for the SLICE. The main 5itl1lctmal com:nn for 
this work is both the longitudinal and Iransver,~ loads. The lack of longitudinally 
continllolls hulls presents the risks, of the need tor excessive "box" seantlings_ The 
transverse structure becomes a concern due to ltle [acllhallhe forward and after strut/hull 
assemhlies arc tree to lry to move laterally in opposite directions. This laller effect opens 
the possibility of severe torsional loads midship on ttlt: box whert: heavy stress from 
longitudinal loading is already a conct:rn 
In this work. the program ivlAESTRO is used to find the structural response to 
various wave loading conditions. Chapter IT descrihes the program MAESTRO and a 
brief description of the finite element method employed by MAESTRO. Chapter III 
presents tht: structural stress results due to the various wave conditions imposed on the 
SLIce model. Chapter N sU1lUnaril'~s th,~ conclusions and provides recommendations 
for tollow on work. 

n. WORKING WITH MAESTRO 
A. DESCRIPTION OF ,\1AESTRO 
The Method for Analysis, Evaluation, and Structural Optimization (MAESTRO) 
is a tlnite element-based computer analysis tool. designed specifically to facilitate the 
morleling of largc. complex thin-walled structures_ The primm)' purpose of MAESTRO 
is for design, bUl it can be used to analyze an existing structure using the analysis and 
evaluation portions of the program. MAESTRO is a rationally based analysis tool. in that 
it is based on the limit-state approach to structural design as described by Hughes (Ref 
3]. MAESTRO wa, developed for Hughes as a computerized version of his design 
method. According to Hughes. a structural design that docs not reach any limit states due 
to thc maximum expected loads is satisfactory. 
8 . PRINCIPLE FEATURES OF MAESTRO 
MAESTRO structural modeling is organizcd in four levels: members (elements). 
strakes, modules and substructures 
1. Elements 
Since MAESTRO is only intended for preliminary design and not for detail 
de~ign. the basic unit of structural modeling is a principal member such as a bearn, 
stiffened panel, girder, or pillar. The finite elements in MAESTRO are the same as the 
principal members. Therefore, the dements are relatively large. Usually, an clement 
comprises a complete panel from one deck to anothcr. Also. the stiffened panel elements 
contain only in-plane stiffnes~ and plate bending md stiffener bending are not modeled 
explicitly. Stiffener bending stresses are calculated using classical beam theory. 
2. Strakes and Modules 
The geometry oflhc structure dictates the number md size of the modules A 
modlile is a ponion of the structure whose lengthwise extent is divided by regularly 
spaced transverse planes or sections. These make up the boundaries of some or all the 
individual .~tructural mcmb~rs. Thin-wal led structures make up modules. The thin walls 
nced some sort of framing system to support them and some sort of local sti ffeners to 
prevent huckling. Thereforc. a large structure with a varying diverse geometry such as 
the SLICE is made up of many different modul es joined together. The objects that. make 
up a module are defined as strakes. A strake can be any of the follow ing 
fla t or cylindrical 
parallel to the module axis 
plane or twisted 
prismatic or tapered 
longitudinally or transversely stiffened. 
The modules arc joined together in many ways to fonn substructures which form the 
complete MAESTRO model. Each module is defined, and evaluated separately. so the 
input and output data fil es are organized according to the modules. This means that each 
module has its own three-dimensional nodal mesh. This mesh is generated by specifying 
the location of ~ndpoints in a transverse plane. The y -- z plane is the transverse plane 
and the x direction is in the longitudinal direction of thc structure. The end planes are 
referred to as the reference plane ami the opposite plane. For a tapered module, 
endpoints must be defmed in both of these planes. The program then builds 
geometrically similar transverse planes, called sections. These sections are constant in 
spacing. Each section contains nodes corresponding to the endpoints. After the nodal 
mesh has been defined, strakes arc thcn created by specifying the pair of endpoints which 
arc in line with the sides of the strake. Strakes and sections are numbered sequentially 
The program uses the tenns "strake", "endpoint", "section", and "module'· to refer to 
certain locations within the structural model. Each strake extends for the full length of 
the module. Since each module has constant section spacing, two or more compartments 
with the same frame spacing can be grouped together in one module 
3. Suhstructures 
Due 10 centerline syrmnetry, only half of the SLICE structure was modeled. A 
IOtal of .'ieven substructures and 26 modules were needed 10 model the SLICE. 
Substructures one and two repn:s!;.':nt the box of the SLICE structure. Substructures four 
and six represent the pods and substructures five and six represent the struts. As 
mentioned earlier, a series of modules define a substructure. Unfortunately. the user is 
limited to the number of substructures and modules which can be handled by the version 
of MAESTRO. For this work, the professional version of MAESTRO 6.2 was limited to 
a maximum of 10 substructures and 60 modules. This limits a substructure 10 only Sl;': 
modules. Also included with MAF5;TRO is a graphical program MG (MAESTRO 
GRAPH ICS) which allows the user to verify that the model is being modeled correctly. 
The version of MG that was utilized allowed up to 100 modules so there no constraints 
on our model of the SLICE (ATD). After a successful run, MG graphically illustrates the 
results due to the different load cases imposed on the model. The MAESTRO method of 
design is referred to as "rationally-based'· because it features a rapid. "design-oriented" 
finite clement analysis which uses elements that are exactly suited for preliminary design 
The program also conducts an explicit evaluation of alllim.it states (ultimat!;.': strength and 
unservieeabJity ), at both the levels of the member and module for all loadcases. This 
establishes the limiting states, which arc critical for each evaluated member in each 
module. 
After each finite element analysis, the structure is thoroughly checked for all of 
the various modes and levels of failure. and other limit states, and the structure's degree 
of adequacy for each of these is calculated and expressed in the form of an "adequacy 
parameter'· 
The program also creates various data tiles most needed for the MG program 
One of the files created is the OUT tile. This file is usually quite extensive. For the work 
in this thesis, the OUT file is well over 2,500 pages 
C. BRIEF DESCRIPTIO,",' OF THE FINITE ELEl\'1ENT METHOD USED IN 
MAK"TRO 
Since MAESTRO uses part'; of the structure as the defined dements. the mesh 
generated is very coarse. This definitely limits the accuracy of any of the results. 8m for 
an initial design, .\1AFBTRO modds the entin: structure and the combinations of effects 
can be seen. According to Hughes [Ref. 3], the basic concept ofthe finite element 
method is to represent the structure as an assemblage of individual structural clements 
interconnected at a discrete number of nodes . So in a continuous structure such as a 
panel of plating, a corresponding natural subdivision does not exist and it is necessary to 
divide the plating artificially into a number of clements connected at their respective 
nodes. These elements are called "fmite elements" and are usually n:ctangular or 
triangular in shape. To usc matrix or basic methods, the essential requi rement is that the 
structural continuum must be represented in terms of a finite number of discrete variables. 
These variables are the nodal displacements. In terms of nodal displacements, the 
essential requirement is that the internal displacements of the elements must be related to 
the nodal displacements and all of the inte ractions of the elements must be expressed in 
terms of nodal displacements. So the only unknowns in the problem arc the nodal 
displacements and the problcm becomes discrete rather than continuous. Even though 
there may be a large number of nodal displacements, there are only a discrete number of 
variables that are interrelated by linear equations and can he handled by the basic method 
Also, to achieve an exact solution, the finite element representation needs to satisfy the 
requirements of equilihrium and geometric compatibility everywhere, both within and 
between clements. 
In MAESTRO, Hughes only considers the two-dimcnsionaJ plane stress elements 
for elements of ship structural analysis and design. For panels and shells that have only 
slight curvature, again only plane stress elements are considered. Hughes defines the five 
basic steps that are unique to MAESTRO, in the derivation of the stiffness matrix of a 
rectangular plane stress element. Since a rectangle has two sides a and b and there are 
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two d~grees of freedom at each node, the element will bay,," eight degrees of freedom or 
nodal displacements which in the matrix form arc: 
(2) 
1. Step One 
Step one j~ selecting the suitable displacement function Since the rectangular 
element has eight degrees of freedom, then eight unknown coefficients in the polynomial 
representing the liisplacernenls lUust be used. The following are the polynomial 
equatIOns 
I!(x,y) == c, + cox + C,Y + c,x)' 
(3) 
(4) 
Prom the above equations it can be seen that wIlen x is constant bolh II and v vary linearly 
with y. and also when y is conSlant both displactlllenls vary linearly with x. The 
displacements thus vary linearly along each side of the clement. Since the displacements 
of two adjacent ckrnents lUust be equal at their common nodes, the displa(;emcnts will 
also be equal along the entire common boundary. The following equation is the same as 









3{x,y) == H(x,y)C. (6) 
2. Step Two 
Step two is 10 relate the gcm::ral disphu;emcnt within the c lement to the nodal 
displacements. This step is achjeved by substituting the values of the nodal coordinates 
into Equation (5) once fo r each node (four times) and then solving for C. The 
substitution yields: 
Solving for C yields: 
8 = AC 
0000000 
















0 - I 0 1 0 -I 0 
b 
ab 0 0 0 0 0 (10) 
- b 0 b 0 0 0 
-a 0 0 0 0 0 a 
0 -1 0 1 0 -1 
and from Equation (6), the general displacement in terms of the nodal displacements is 
(II ) 
Ne:\t, we nccd to evaluate the product HA-' to ohtain an explicit expression for the 
element internal displacement 8(x,y) in terms of the nodal displa~~eITIents Substituting for 
Hand A-) and multiplying them gives 
u(x,y) = (l·~X J-'l)UI+~(1-'l)U2+;'lU3+( /-;iTlU4 (12) 
v(x,y) == (f -;)(1'11)vl+~(l-'lh+~l1vJ+(1-;rqv4 (13) 
where ;== xla and 11= ylb 
3. StepTh~ 
Step three is lu e:\press the internal defonnation (strains) in terms ot t.he nodal 
displacements, From the following equations, the definition of strain in a two-











Substituting for u and v from Equation (5) and different iat ing, results in the following 
equation: 
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lO 1 l £(x,y)~ 0 0 ( 17) o 0 1 x y 
E(X,y)= GC (18) 
If we substitute for C from Equation (10) and introduce the ~train malri:\, R 
in terms of Equation (17) results in the following equation 
E(X,y) = 88 
After solving for n, the strain matrix is found to be: 






Step four is to express the internal force (stress) in tenns of nodal displacements, 
lIsing the element's law of elastic behavior Stress is obtained [rom 




I _ v 2 
o 
(22) 
I~V 1 (23) 
After substituting for c.(x,y) from Equation (20), the following equation is obtained. 
o(x,y)= DBb (24) 
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5. Step Five 
The final slep in the process is to obtain the element stiffness matri:.. by re lating 
nodal forces to nodal displacements. The clement stiffness matri:.. is given by the 
following equation: 
k ' = {[ [ B' DBdxdY] (25) 
Since B contains both.t and y leons, the 8TDB musl be evaluated first , and then the 
resulting matrix must be integrated ovcr thc area of the element. In order to simplify the 
st iffness matrix , it is preferred to present the result in two parts: 








Et 3v 2" - 3v 
" k, = ,,(, - v') - 2 





- 3v -20 3v --4« 3v 4« 
~ 3v - 2 3v ~ - 3v 
" a a " a - 3v --4« 3v - 2. 3v ~t - 3v 
in which 0 = alb and 
l5 
40 
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~ ~2 ~3 -4 ~3 
D. BUILDING OF SLICE l\'1ODEL 
I. Description of SLICE (ATD) Model 
The following is the configuration of the SLICE structure 
Di~placcment - 160 L Tons 
Length Overall - 105 feet 
Beam - 52 feet 
Payload Capacity- 30 L. Tons 
Material - 5083 Aluminum Alloy 
Yield Stress (as welded) 24 KSI 
Ultimate Stress (as welded) 39 KSl. 
Design Water Line 15 feet 
Moulded Ol:pth 27 feet 
(28) 
Figure 3, illustrates the unique SLICE structure used in MAESTRO. The structure 
cunsists of the "box", "fOUf strut~", and the "four submarine shaped pods". The plate 
thickness varies thruughout the structure. For the entire box and pods, the plate thickness 
is 0.25 inc hes. For the load carrying strut assemblies, the plate th ickness is 0.87 inches as 
dictated by the init ial SLICE drawings from Lockheed. Transverse stiffeners thruughout 
the structure adhere to Nappi· s (Rd. 7] recommended breadth to depth ratiu of tl2. The 
16 
dimensions for thc stiffeners is ao. [ollows: breadth - 3 inches, depth ,. 6 inches, web -
0.25 inches. The geometry of the forward pods is as follows: the forward pod _ 33 feet in 
tOlal length, and the after pod - 36 feet in total length. The largest diameter of both pods 
is eight fect at the midlength The struts are four feet in width and are tapered forward 
and aft. 
Figure J, SLICE Structure 
2. Description of MAESTRO Input File 
The characteristics of a structure to be modeled in MAESTRO must be placed in 
an in put file with a ".OAT" extension. The following disclIsses only the more importanl 
groups needed for the SLICE input file. Appendix A contains the detailed development of 
SLICE 
17 
Both the limitation ofnumbcr of modules/substructures and the SLICE's diverse 
geometry require to separating the structure into seven substructurcs and 26 modules 
The geometry of the "box" produced the same kind of input data file format for all of the 
modules in the first three substructures. The format of the input data tile for each module 
begins by dcfining the frame spacing, starting position, and number of sections. The hull 
plating geometry is established in data group II by the endpoints. The ''strakes'' in data 
group IV (a) arc defined next. For all of the modules, with the exception of thc 
'submarine shaped pods", the "strakcs" wcrc simple straight panel shell elements. A 
different type of "curved strake" was needed for the "submarine shaped" pods. If any 
transverse bulkheads wcre needed, thcn a superelement will be dcfllled in group IV (b) 
The plating scantlings and stiffeners are specified in data group IX. The frame scantlings 
are specified in data group Xl. Since the "box" consisted of only shell plating and 
transverse stiffeners, groups XIU - XV were not needed. Group XVII joined the modules 
within the substructure. 
The pattern to follow fnr the input data file is as follows: deline the substructure 
followed by defining the modules within that substructure, then define the next 
substructure and its modules, ctc., unti l all substructures and modules were defined 
Next all of substructures and modules need to be joined together. This is 
followcd by defining all of loads both static and dynamic. Appendix A contains a table 
showing aJ l of static loads for the SLICE. The boundary conditions and constraints must 
be applied ncxt. For this model, thc constraints were applied on the model's centcrline. 
For this work, a total of six differcnt static/wave conditions were imposed on the model. 
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III. RESULTS AI'iD DISCUSSION FROM MAESTRO 
A. DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED LOADS 
Since the SLICE does not have the long continuous undl:['\vatcr hull that offers the 
large longitudinal rigidity of SWATH, the main slmetural concern is hoth the transverse 
and longi!udinalloads. The SLICE transverse structure becomes a concern due to the fact 
that the forward and after strutihulJ assemblies are free to try to move laterally in opposite 
directions. This la tter effect opens the possibility of severe torsional loads midship. The 
SLICE is designed to maimain 33 knots at sea state 5. The SLICE HIodd was exposed to 
six different wave load cunditions. Three wave load conditions were applied at sea state 
5. To increase the forces on the SLICE structure, the remaining three wave load 
conditiom we:re: applied at sea stale 8. Within each sea stale, the wave amplitude: and 
wave length were constam. Only the: locations of the wavc/stnlcturc imeraction 
were varied. Figure 4 shows the wave/structure imeraction. 
Fwd 
'\. (-I D ~D~ 
" (+) 
CASE (I) CASE (2) CASE (3) 
Figure 4. Waw/SLICE Struclllre Imera(;tion. 
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In all of the tinite clement runs, the model was stationary not making way, and the only 
loads applied were the static and the dynamic wave loads. The following illustrates the 
diffefCnt cases for both sea state 5 and sea state 8: 
Case ( 1) - A sea state 5 wave's crest is located off the model 's starboard bow. 
and th!;": wav!;":'s trough is oHthe port quarter. 
Case (2) - A sea state 5 wave's crest is located off the model's starboard 
qum1er, and the wave's trough is off the port bow. 
Case (3) - A sea state 5 wav!;":'s crest is off the starboard l:x:am, and the wave's 
trough is off the port beam. 
Case (4) - A sea state 8 wave's crest is located off the model's starboard bow. 
and the wave's trough is off the port quarter 
Case (5) - A sea state 8 wave's crest is located off the model's starboard 
quarter, and the wave's trough is off the port bow. 
Cas!;": (6) - A sea state 8 wave's crest is off the starboard beam, and the wave's 
trough is off the port beam. 
In MAESTRO, the wave loads simulating the different sea states are generated by 
inputting the amplitude and wave lengths. For sea state 5 with a period of 5.8 sec., a 
wave of amplitude of 10 ft and a wave length of [72.3 ft were input. S!;":a state 8 with a 
period of 12.9 sec. was defined by an amplitude of SO ft and wave length of 852. [ ft. 
According to Sikora, Kennel, and Gore [Ref. 2, Ref. 4, Ref. 5, and Ref. 61, case 
(3) and case (6) represent the worst [oadcase for the typical SWATH structure. Case (3) 
and case (6) represent the beam sea which provides the maximum prying side force. One 
aspect of this work is to verify whether this assumption is valid for the SLICE structure 
Another aspect is to verify how the structure is affected by the spli tting moment from 
cas!;":s (I), (2), (4), and (5). These results wi[1 he compared to the reactions from cases (3) 
and (6). Also to verify the validity of the MAESTRO results, two different MAESTRO 
mns were conducted. Both were run with all the same parameters cxccpt for different 
"box" stiffen!;": r siz!;":s 
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Thc MAESTRO tool used to verify thc validity ofthc program and the model was 
the 'adequacy parameters". In order to define the "adequao;;y parameter". the following 
derivatio[l is needed to clarify the eonccpt. The rational design aspect of MAESTRO 
rcquin:s a rigorous chcck of type., of failure: plastic deformation, buckling, and fracture 
rt also rcquires, for caeh of these types. the explicit consideration of alJ ofthc modes in 
which a member. or a group of members, may fail. Tn cach of these failure modes, failure 
occurs when a load effect Q, in eomhination with othcr loads effects, reaches somc limit 
value QL. For the case of stress the load effect is expresscd as 0" and the limit value as O"L 
Structural safety factors specify the required margin between Q and Qr. The structural 
safety factor requircs that caeh of various load effects in the ~truo;;ture must not cxceed a 
ccrtain fraction of the various limit values that pertain to that specific load effcct. The 
fraction is givcn by the inverse of the combincd safcty factor y 
(29) 
The 'mength ratio" R(x) is expressed from 
(30) 
which simplifies to 
yR(X) < I. (31) 
I:!aeh of the requirements constitutes a constraint on the design In MAESTRO cach 
constraint is expressed in the fonn 
g(R) >0 





The "adequacy parameter" g(R) rangcs in valuc lx:tween::'::1 An "adequacy parameter" 
of +1 is considered ~ati~faetory while an "adequa<.:y parameter" -1 is un~ati~faetory 
The following are the selected "adequacy parametcrs" for the panel element which will be 
used in verifying MAESTRO's results 
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Transverse Platl;.': Bending (PSPBT) 
Longitudinal Plate Bending (PS PllL) 
Local Buckling Panel Failure (PFLB) . 
Transverse and lungitudinal plate hending is predicted by the USI;.': of the distortion energy 
c riterion: 
where 




a"hOr = Von Mises equivalent stress at the midlcngth of the transverse edge 
a.mL = Von Mises I;.':quivalent stress at the midkngth for the longitudinal edge 
y, = Load facto r for sevieeability. 
Pand failure due to local buckling (PFLB) is defilled as the limit statl;.': referring to the 
buckling. elastic or inelastic. uf plating between stiffeners. 
In addition to the "adequacy parameter", MAESTI{O also calculatl;.':s the plane 
stress matrix and Von Mises stresses. For the SLICE modd, the pand ekment was 
emphasized and thl;.': stresses dul;.': to in-plane loads arc defined by the plane stress matrix ' 
(36) 
The Von Mises Stfl;.':SS is expressed by 
cr, = ~'cr--;i:---cr-,-cr-,-+-cr-,C;-l . (37) 
One of the properties of the MAESTRO panel clement is that within eaeh element ax is 
constant in the .x direction and varies linearly in the y direction, while a, is constant in the 
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y direction and varies linearly in the x dircdion. The shear stress t is constant within 
ea(;h element. 
B. RESULTS 
The plan of attack for presenting the results of the different load cases wiIl be in 
accordance with the following three concerns 
i\'eed to verify that the splitting moment from load cases (I), (2), (4), and (5) 
differs from the side force from load cases (3), and (6), 
Need to determine whether the beam sea which provides the maximum pl)'ing 
side force for the SWAn-I, also applies to the SLICE structure, 
Need to validate the resullS from MAESTRO by changing only the "box" 
stiffener sizes. 
1. Comparison of SLICE'.~ Structural Stress Reaction to Different Load 
Cases 
As staled earlier, the SLICE model was exposed to two different sea states wilh 
varying directions. Both Figure 5 and Figure 6, illustrates the O"rstress distribution for the 
stnlClUre reactions to sea state 5. Figure 5 shows the SLICE's O"rstress distribution 
response to ease (2). Figure 6 shows the saIlle SLICE's ("I". . stress distribution for ease (3). 
Figure 7 and Figure 8, illustrates the 0".< stress distribution for the stnlctural response to 
sea state 8. Figure 7 shows the SLICE stnlcture's response to load case (5), and Figure 8 
shows the structure's response to loadcase (6). Tn comparing Figure:; and Figure 6, the 
range of affected 0".< stress distribution is very similar for the two different cases Also, 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 have similar results for the C1r distribution. 
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Figure 5 SLICE Structure's SigrnaX stress response to C;Jse (2). 
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Fig ll re 6. SLICE Structme's SigmaX stress rcs)xJnsc to case (3). 
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Figure 7. SLICE Structure's SigmaX stress response to case (5). 
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Figure 8. SLICE Structure's SigrnaX stress response to case (6). 
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The units for al l of the stresses and pressun:s presented in the figures are pounds 
per square inch. For sea stale 5, the cr, stress distribution in Figures 5 and 6 lies within 
the same range. This is indicated by the SLICE hull exhibiting the sallJe shade of yellow 
for the elements throughout the "box" for load case (2) and case (3). Case ( 1) which is 
not shown also exhibits the same characteristics as case (2) lind case (3). The on ly 
derm:nts of varying stresses were located on lhe forward podIstruts assernblies. 
Fur sea stale 8, tlte 0 ... stress distribution in Figures 7 aJld 8 is similar. Again, this 
is repn:sented by the similarshadc of hI lie for case (5) and case (6). Case (4) which is not 
shown also exhibits the same results as case (5) and case (6). For the two sea states. tlu: 
only clements with different Cf .. stress clements are located on the strut/pod assemblies. 
The obvious conclusion drawn from Figures S. 6. 7, and 8 is that within the same sea 
state. the SLICE's hull geometry is insensitive to the direction of the seas. This verifies 
that there is a almost no difference between the splitting moments from load c(\.';es ( I ), 
(2), (4), and (5) and the side force applied from load cases (3) and (6) 
2. Compare the SLICE's Structural Response to the SWATH's Structural 
Response to Beam Seas 
Acwrding to Reilly [Ref. 81, the 3-D fin ite element analysis of a SWATH shows 
that the critical load case is the maximum side force in a beam sea. Since the SLICE 
lacks the continuous underwater hull, the transverse structure lllight exhibit severe 
torsional loads midships on the box. For the following. the investigation was 
com:cntrated for the heam sea/hull interaction represented by case (3) - sea state 5. and 
case (6) - sea state 8. The fol lowing figures will show the different stress components in 
reactions to the different load cases and sea states. In addition, figures of the forward 
po<Vstrut assembly ~howing details of the affected stressed clements will be provided. 
The maximum deflections for both ~ea state 5 and sea state 8 will be compared to Reilly's 
[Ref. 8) rcsuh~ 
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The following figures show the stress distributions in response to load case (3). In 
Figure 9, the forward pod's 0" ... stress distribution is presented. Figure 10 presents the 
SLlCE's O"J stress distr ibution . In Figu re 11, the 0",. stress distrihution is displayed for the 
fOf',','ard pod/stnn assemhlies. Figurt: 12 exhibits tbe SLICE's sht:ar stress. Figure 13 
also presents the shear stress for the forward podIstru t assemhly. The Von Mises stress 
distrihution is presented in the SLICE structure in fig ure 14. In figure 15, tht: Von Mises 
stress is displayed for the forward pod!stnll ~L~sembly. figure 16 displays the panel 
pressure distribut ion for tht: SLICE stru<.;ture. 
The following figures show the stress distributions in response to load case (6) In 
Figure 17, the forward P(J(Vstnl t asst:mbly's cr."stress distribution is presented. Figure 18 
prt:st:n ts the SUCE's 0",. stress distribution. In Figures 19, the O"J stress distribution is 
displayed for the fo rward pod/stnlt a~sembly. Figure 20 exhibits the SLICE's shear 
stress. The Von Mises stress distrihution is presented in the SLICE stnlcture in Figure 
21. In figu re 22, lhe Von Mises stress is displayed for thc forward podIstrut assembly. 
Figure 23 displays the panel pressure distribution for the t:ntire SLICE strU<.;lure. 
rhe following is the explanation and comparison of the results between sea state 5 
and sea state 8. For O"x stress distrihution. the stress is much higher in Figurt: 17 (sea statt: 
8) by a fac tor of 100, than figure 9 (st:a state 5). Both Figures 9 and 17, elements react 
sirnilariy. For O"J stress distribution. the stress is much higher in Figure 18 (sea statt: 8) 
than Figure 10 (sea state 5). Figures 11 and 19 show the O"Jstress distribution for lhe 
forward pod; the only difference is the higher stress distrihution in Figure 19 due to sea 
state 8. Again the same set of dements in both figures show the same variations. The 
local shear stress element is represented in Figures 12, 13, and 20. 
The most obvious difference is the magnitude of shear stress is greater in the tWO 
latter figures. The Von "Mises stress is represented in Figures 14, 15,21, and 22. Again 
the only differem;e is the magnitude which is greater in Figures 2 1, and 22. Figures 16 
and 23 represent the panel pressure. Figure 23 (sea state 8) shows the pressures due 10 
the hydrodynamics and stalic loads and represents a more realis tic picture of the pressure 
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distr ibution for the SLICE substructure. Figure 16 ~hows that the pressure is less in sea 
state 5 than sea state 8. The most ohvious n::sull, between the two sea states 5 and 8, is 
tht: increase in stress and pressure distribution in the latter. Reilly [Ref. 81 demonstrated 
for a S\VATH, the (ktlt':(;l ions for a beam sea in sea state 7 varied from L ito 1,5 6 inches 
Checking the deflection to the fore and aft pods for all of thl: IO<ld cases in sea state 8, the 
forw ard pod in case (6) provirlto:d the greatest deflection. For our model, a nodal point 
was se lected from section 8, module 2 , substructure 4 which is midlcngth on the forward 
pod and similar 10 the point selected by Reilly [Ref. 81. The maximum detlec(ion was 1.8 
inc hes. Sin!.: !;.': the forward pod was impa(;\cd by a beam sea of sea state 8, a deflection 
greater than Reilly [Ref, 8J was expected. At the beam sea/bull interaction, the SLICE's 
underwater area is the greatest so rea(;tions are most SWATH similar. Tile deflect ion , and 
pressure distribut ion proves that the SLICE's structural response is s imilar to the 
S\VA TH's stru<.:tural response to beam seas. The box structure did not exhibit any major 
stressed clements for any of the load cases and sea states. Only clements on the tapered 
ends of the pod/strut assemblies showed variations to stress and pressure distribut ions 
rllis is due to lack of stiffeners in these areas due to geometry and space constra illls. 
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Figure 9. Forward Pod's SigmaX stress response to case (3) 
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Figure 10. SLICE's Structure SigmaY stress response to case (3). 
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Figure 11 f"orward Pod's SjgmaY stress response to cnsc (3). 
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Figure 14. SLICE'~ Von Mises Stress response to case (3) 
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Figure 18. SUCE' s SigmaY stress response to case (6) 
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Figure 23. SLICE's Panel Pressure response to case (6) 
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3. Validate the Results from MAESTRO by Changing the "Box" StifTener 
Size and Compare Rl'Suits to the Baseline Model 
To validate the results from MAESTRO. the "adequaey parameters" for two 
models will be compared. By reducing the stiffener's dimensions, higher stress 
magnitudes and possibly panel fai lure is expected in the box. Model I (baseline model) 
has the larger box stiffeners, and model 2 has the smaller box stiffeners. The only 
stiffener modeled in MAESTRO is thc '"'j"" type. Both model's werc cxposed to the same 
sea state 8. and samc load case (6). As presented earlic r, the same breadth to dcpth ratio 
was maintained for both models. The stiffencr for model I (bascline) is as fo llows' 
breadth - 3 im:hes. depth - 6 inches, web - 0.25 inches. For model 2, the stiffener's 
dimensions are: breadth - 0.25 inches, depth 0.5 inches, web - 0.2 inches. Figure 24 
illustrates the dimensions for both stiffcners 
Tr ~ 6in 
0.5in ~ U 
Model I Model 2 
Figurc 24 Box Stiffcner dimcnsions for both SLICE models 
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The "adequacy parameters" for the panel elements in both models an: as follows: 
transverse plate bending (PSBT), longitudinal plate bending (PSPBL), and local buckling 
panel failure (PFLB). The fullowing figures will present the above "adequacy 
parameters" for case (6) which represents the worst case scenario. Figure 25 represents 
the transverse plate bending for the baseline model which has the larger box. stiffeners. 
Figure 26 illustrates the transverse plate bending for model 2. The box structure in Figure 
26 is shown to fail by the (· 1) "adcquacy parameter". However, the same bo:l. structure in 
Figure 25 has better "adequacy parameter" results. This indicates that in transversc plate 
bending, the larger stiffeners react better than the smaller stiffeners. 
Figures 27 illustrates the longitudinal plate bending "adequacy parameter" for the 
baseline model. Figure 28 illustrates the saml: longitudinal plate bending "adequacy 
parameter" for mooel 2. Again, Figure 28, which represents model 2 with the smaller 
stiffencrs, shows more bux panel failures according to the (-1 ) "adequacy parameter". 
This shows that in longitudinal plate bending, again the baseline model is better than 
model 2. The last "adequacy parameter" presented is the local buckJing panel fail ure. 
Figure 29 illustrates the local buckling panel failure for modell, and Figure 30 illustrates 
the same failure for mudel 2. Figure 30 has slightly more 00:1. panel failures (-I) than 
Figure 29. However, these figures do not provide a more detailed representation of local 
buckling panel failure for both models, Modell, in Figure 29, reacts better due to the 
larger box stiffeners. Also to further validate MAESTRO, a simple structure was 
analyzed using classical analytical theory and MAESTRO. Appendix C illustrates the 
problem and solution. The results from both MAESTRO and analytical solutiun were 
similar. As expected, MAESTRO appears to be providing reasonable rcsu iLS, which 
validates the conclusions of this work. 
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Figure 26. Transverse Plate Bending fo r Model 2. 
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Figure 29. Local Buckling Punel Failure for Model l 
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IV. CONCU:SIONS AND RECO:\IMESDATlONS 
This work examined three main concerns with the transvtfse structure due to the 
SLICE's lack of continllolls underwater hulL Investigation of the first concern, which 
dealt with tbe SLICE structure's reaction to varying ~ea directions and load cases 
presented by .vL\LSTRO, showed that the SLICE structure modeled was insensitive to 
sea directions. The second concern dealt with beam sea/hull interaction. MAESTRO 
demonstrated that the SI JCF. reacted like a SWAnI to the beam sea/hull interaction 
rhe last concern dealt with the validation of :\1AESTRO results. A mood with small box 
stiffeners was mbjected to the same sea state and load e,L~es to the MAESTRO model 
Thc "adequacy parameters" was used to compare the two moods. As expected, the 
model with the small hox stiffencrs had highcr stress distrihutions and met more pand 
failure criteria and tbis verifies tbat ~.fAESTRO results appear reasonable 
']'0 further improve on the results provided by MAESTRO, the following 
recommendations are proposed. Hrst. the model can be changed by making a long 
continuous underw·ater hull maintaining the ~ame displacement and exposing to same sea 
states 5 and 8 and load cases. The results then could be compared to this ",,'ork:, Sincc 
MAESTRO worh with large tinite dements o:.:ornprising the ac:tual structure, the results 
are only appro.ximations and a 2-D finite element could be used to provide hetter results 
for high mess areas. Thi.rd, since this work was conducted with only tile initial SLICE 
drawings which were not very detailed, the modd in :'vIAESTRO's input data file could 
be changed to rcUeo:.:t the latest drawings. Another recommendation is to model the SLICE 
structure in other finite element programs and (.:Olllpare the re~ults with this work. The 
biggest advantage of MAESTRO is that the hydrodynamic wave loads are calculated 
during the MAbSTRO mn. This data could be helpful for follow on work in othel 
programs such as IDEAS. 
In conclusion, the SLICE structure modeled in .vIAJ.::STRO for tbi~ work appean 
to he satisfactory in design. IIowever, the result are not completely conclusive due to the 
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li mitations imposed fro m the lack of details from the initial SLICE drawings . Also, this 
investigation was not ahle to find the structure's natural frequency due to limitations in 
MAESTRO. 
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APPE~DIX A, DESCRIPTION OF SLICE INPUT FILE 
I'he following is the descr iption of the SLICE input data fill: fo r MAESTRO The 
assumption is that the readl;.':f is nol familiar with the MAESTRO input form al. A 100ai of 
seven substructures and 26 modules afC included in the input data file in Appendix B, In 
addi tion. two tahles will be provided. One table lis ts the stalic loads, and the other table 
lists the substructure/moduk layoUl 
A. DESCRIPTION OF FIRST NINE LIXES TN MAESTRO INPUT DATA FILE 
Every line, blank or with lex!, in the .'vtAESTRO input data file is significant for a 
successful run. The first line in the input data file is the job tilit: and must be enclosed in 
quotation marks. The second line is the job information . Each line is represented hy 
various item numbers. for example in this line the letter "A" represents item one. "A " 
stands for "A,:'iALYSIS." The second item number is used for the total number of design 
cycles for this job. The number "Z" wa~ used. For an ANALYSIS job, any nonzero 
number is indicates a nonnal e~ecution. Item three is a positive numhcr "1 " that indicates 
that the nodal defl ections fro m the fin ite element analysis are saved. The th ird line 
defines the structure parameters. In item one. "2'" indicates that all graphics files are to be 
generated. In itcm two, "I" indicates the structure only symmetry and the loadcases are 
not considered symmetrical. In item three, "3" defines the level of detai l of the output. In 
item four, "3" is define the evaluation level for the ovcrall structure. In this case. morc 
detail is provided regardi ng panel stresscs. Item five indicates the station spa(;ing. A 
comma indicates to thc program to ignore the item number. ltcm cight and item ni ne 
allows thc user to specify the starting point for a module in the global renumbering 
Default is substructure "I" and module" I" as indicated as the last two items. Line four 
represents the units used for this job. Item one is [he word "UNITS" which is required. 
Item two is the name of the force. Pound was used. Item three is the name of the length 
(inches) . Item four is the name of the cost unit used for optimization phase that was not 
used in this work. Item five is the name of the weight unit. Pound was chosen. Line five 
defines the combined safety factors for member collapse. Itcm onc "CRITERlA" is 
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required. Item two "DEFAULT" was selected for defaults safety factors . Items four and 
five (1.5 and 1.25) arc the safety factors. Line six defines the material type and 
properties. In item one, the type of material is defined by "AL.'· Item two is the numhcr 
of material types whieh for this model " I" is used. Item three is the Young's Modulus 
Item four is Poisson's rat io. Item five is the yield stress for this material. Item six is the 
ul timate tensile strength. Item seven was ignored. Item eight is the material density 
The last items are defau lt values. Line seven is the second type of material and 
properties. The substructure identifier begins in line eight. Item one is the word 
"SUBSTRUCTURE." Item two is the identification number of this subSlnleture. lIem 
three and item four are not used, Line nine identifies the structure's origin of axes. Item 
one is the x values "0."' Item two is the y value "0." Item three is the z value '·0," Line 10 
is the module identifier. The same fonnat follows for all modules in all seven 
substmetures. The endpoints and strake will be presented for the fi rst module. 
B. DEFINITION OF DATA GROUPS FOR 1\WDULE 1 
L Module 1 
Data group I provides the basie module parameters. The most important item for 
th is line is item 3 which defines the starting point for the module. Group I(a), the next 
line presents more information. Item I provides the number of section intervals in the 
module. If the module included any cylinder, then item 6 would define the length 
between bulkheads (circular diaphragms). For this module this item is defined by '·0." 
The next line is group I(b) which is the module default values. Item [ defines the section 
spaemg. 
Data group n which defines the endpoint locations is the next line . One line is 
needed for eaeh endpoint. Each line in this group eontains the module coordinates in the 
y - - z plane. Table I deiim::s the endpoints fur this module. ACter the last endpoint the 
next line must be an "END" tenninator. Data group III was not used, 
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Endpoint I Y I Z NewY NewZ 
# Value Value Value Value 
I I 0 0 0 0 
2 0 
1
312 0 276 
3 I ·73.6 I 0 -0.5 0 
4 I · 73.6 I 312 .{)j 276 I 
Table 1. Endpoints for Sub. 1 Mod I 
Group IY(a) is the definit ion of slrakes with one line per strake Item I defines the 
type of strake. Since module 1 is nOI ncar the water line. the type of strake selected is 
"SlOE. " For modules ncar or below the waterline, strake is defined by "BOTTOM" type 
[tern 2 is Slrake number which must be chronological in number. Item 3 is endpoint 
defining sirake edge 1. Item 4 is endpoint defining strake edge 2. Hem 5 defines the 
material type of the strake. Item 6 defines the material type of stiffeners. Item 7 also 
defines [he material type for the frames of this strake. Item 9 defines the strake panel 
geometry. For this module , "L" for longitudinal was selected. Item 10 indicates curved 
strake that was not used in this module. Item II defines the frame web orientation to 
respeci to the plating. For Ihis module, "XT" indicates thai the web orientation is in Ihe 
transverse plane. [tern 12 was not used. hem 13 defines where Ihe transverse frame is 
placed. In this moo.ule, the ".]" indicates that a frame is placed at every section with no 
skipping. An "END"terminator is required as the last line of this data group. Data group 
lV(b) defines the longitudinal girders which was not used in this module. The "END" 
terminator is required in the next line. 
Data group V defines the supereJement data. This group was not needed for this 
module. Data group VI identifies the strut and triangle elements again this was not 
needed. Data group vn deftncs any additional beams and panels also not used for this 
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module. Data group VIII is reserved for future program use, again not used in this 
moduJe. 
Data grou p IX defines the stiffened panel scant lings. For unsti ffcned panels only 
the plate thickness is required in item 3. Group X defines the longitudinal girdcr 
scantlings. This group was not used for this module. Group Xl defines the transverse 
frame scantlings. The items defines the height of web, web thickness, tlange width, and 
fla nge thickness. Data group XI1(a) defines any additional panel scantlings which was 
not needed for tltis module. Data group XIII defines brackets that was not needed hlll the 
"END" tenninator is required. The next data group is group XV that defines any 
deletions of elements and nodes. Again th is was not required for this mod ule. but thc 
single "END" terntinator is required for this data group. Module 2 begins on the next 
line. The same format identified for module 1 appl ies to all the modules. Thc only 
significant difference was in the type of strake needed for the pods in substructures 4 and 
6. The type required for the cylindrical modules is the "LCY" which defines the 
longitudinal cylindrical "curved'" strake. The complete description for the rest of the 
subst ructures and modules is contained in Appendix B. 
2, Boundary Conditions and Load Definitions 
Data group XVIll defines the boundary conditions for this work substructure I 
module 1 defines the lower boundary module and substructure 2 module 4 defines the 
higher boundary module. The next data group defined is group XVm(b) which is the 
centerplane restraint. Data group XVIll(d) identifies the general restraints. 
The next data group XIX defines the definition of !oadsets. A total of 13 loadsets 
are provided in Appendix B. The fi rst loadset defined is the static loads. Table 2 
illustrates the static loads inputted for this work. The rest of the loadsets define the 
required wave load data for the varying wavelhull interactions. In each loadsel, a series 
of blank lines is needed to represent every module. Some loadsets have 26 blank Jines 
reprcsenting the modules. The blank lincs are nceded for a successfu l nm. Data group 
XX is the definition of loadcases. A total of 6 loadcases is defined in Appendix B. The 
60 
load terminator "ENDLOADS" signifies the end of the data input file. This termi nator is 
required to cnd all data input. Table 3 illustrates the complete layout for the SLICE 
structure . Each module in each substructure is listed. The DATA PREPARATTON 
MANUAL [Ref. 9J provided the necessary details of the contents for Appendix B. 
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. , wV2 po:~d I s~t . Description Module Section Length (lton) (lton) 












Cn'w '0 lUi 0. 14 0.07 156.8 \.244 
Fuel Oil 12.3 895 4.175 10,024 76.9 
20 Fuel 011 
" 




P:lJload 30 33,600 165.2 
W 16.g 
16.8 








APPEr-IDiX B. DATA FILE INPUT FOR SLICE STRUCTURE 
The following is the code of the input da ta file used in this thesis. Appendix A 
described sum!: of the details of this input. Again as a reminder, blank spaces within the 
code are m::cessary for the program and their placements are inten tional. The compklc 
description for Ihis fi le can be found in the MAESTRO DATA PREPARATION 
MANUAL [Ref. 9] 
'LATEST SLlCE,DAT - SLICE" 
A 2 1 
'2 1 03 12 , , 1 1 , ., , 
UNITS POUNDS INCHES K-DOU.ARS POUNDS 
1.50 1.25 
39E+03 10.006 10 I. 
78E+05, \ 0 ,096 . 10 I 
0. 0 0 
MODULE I -66. O. 0 $ DATA GROUP I 
10,00001 N N 1 $DAr ,\ GROUP I{B} 
6ti , . 1.00 1,0 
o 0 S DATA GROlJP /l 
o 3 (2 O. 276 
-73 .6 0 - 5 0 
-73.6 3 12 - 5 276 
END 
SIDE I 12 1 i 10 L ,XT , - I $ DATA GROUPIV(A) 
SIDE23<! 1 110L 
SIDE 3 241 1 10 L .XT, 1 
SIDE 4 1 3 111 OL,XI -I 
END 
END $ DATA GROUP IY(B) 
ENDSUP $ DATA GROUP V 
!GROUP YllI 
$GROUP LX - PANEL SCAl'ITLlNGS 
11.2521 1 1 
I 1 .25 2 1 I I 
t I .25 2 I 11 
I 1 .25 2 J J J 
$GROUP X - GIRDER SCANTI.IKGS 
$GROUP Xl· FR AME SCA~!LINGS 
211 I 
2111 
SGROUP Xll(a)· ADDL PANEL SCANTLINGS 
65 
END 
SGROUP XV DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 2 -192. O. 0 
30.00001 N NI 
42 . . 1.0 0 1.0 
O. 0 
O. 312 
·84 0 ·13.60 
84 312 -73.6 312 
84.156 
-84. 204 . 
. 42. 312. 
END 
SIDE 112 11 10 L .XI .-1 
SIDE23411 10 L 
SIDE 3 2 1 1 I 1 0 L . Xl. - I 
SIDE4 13 1110 L 




SGROUP IX - PANEL SCAI\'TL1NGS 
1 1.256232 
1 1 .25623 2 
1 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
1 1.256232 
1 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
SGROUP X GIRDER SCANl1JNGS 
SGROUP XI· FRAME SCANI1..!NGS 





SGROUP XIl (a) ADDL. PAI\'EL SCM'TLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV . DELETIONS 
END 











$ DATA GROUP X1I1 
66 
EN D 
SIDE I 1 2 1 I 1 0 L , XT , 
SIDE 2 3 4 I I I 0 L 
SIDE3291 11 0L,XT I 
SIDE 4 I 3 I ! 1 0 L 
SIDE5561 1 1 0L 
SIDE6f4 111 QL 
SIDE 7 9 4 I I I 0 r_ XT.- I 
END 
ENDSUP 
SGROUP IX - PANEL SCAl\'TI.JNGS 





6 2 3 2 
6 2 3 2 
6232 





1 I 2 I I I 0 L , XT . 
234 1 1 10 I. 
SIDE 3 2 9 I I I 0 L , 
SIDE" 1 3 I I I 0 L 
SIDE556 1 110L 
SIDE6641110L, 
67 
SIDE7941 110 L, XT, 
END 
E:-ID 
SUPER I "TRAKSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
ENO 
ElEM I I 3 42 I 25 
ELE\125640 125 
END 
$GROUP IX - PAN'"El SCAl'ITLINGS 
I j 256232 
11256232 
I I 25 6 2 3 2 
1 1 .256232 
j I ,256232 
I 1,256232 
I I ,25 6 2 3 2 
SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
SGROUP Xl - rnM1E SCANTLINGS 
62 3 2 





SGROUP XJ1(a) - AODL. f'ANEL SCA.'ITLlNGS 
END 
$GROUP XV - DElEllOKS 
END 
MODULE 'i O. 0 
100, 0 00 








SIDE I I R I I ) 0 L XT, - I 
SIDE2 34111 0L 
SIDE 3 2 II I I 10 L , XT. · 1 
SIDE413 1 1 10 L 
SIDE 5 5 6 I I I 0 L 
68 
SIDE 664 1 1 1 0 L , -XT , - I 
SIDE 7 7 10 I 1 1 0 L , · XT , 
SIDE8851110L 
SIDE 9 7 8 1 1 \ 0 L , XT , - I 
SIDE 10 8 2 1 1 1 0 L , XT, - I 
SIDE I I I I 4 I 1 1 0 L XT, · I 
END 
END 
SUPER I "TRANSVERSE BL'L}(H£AD-
SEejION 0.9756 10 
END 
ELEM I I 3 10 7 1 ,25 
+ 2105 87 1.5 
+ 35428 1 .5 
+ 4 5 6 4 0 I 5 
END 
IGROUPVIlI 
SGROUP IX - PANEL SCAN11.lNGS 
1 I .25 623 2 
1 1,256232 
11 ,256232 
1 I .25 62 3 2 
J I .25 6 2 32 
1 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
I I .25 6 2 3 2 
1 I .25 6 2 3 2 
1 J ,25 6 2 3 2 
II .25 6 2 3 2 
1 1 ,25 6 2 3 2 
SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTI.INGS 
SGRO UP XI FRAME SCANllJNGS 
6232 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
(, 2 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
£GROUP XIl(a) - ADDL PANEL SCANTI..INGS 
END 
$GROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 6 -588. 0 0 
300000lYNI 




96 O. -84. 0 
SIDE 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 , XT . · 1 
SIDE 2 3 4 1 1 1 0 L 
SIDE 3 2 7 1 1 1 0 1 XT.·1 
SIDE 4 I 3 1 1 1 0 J 
SIDE 6 6 ·1 1 1 1 0 L , -XT , -I 
SlO t:: 7 7 4 1 1 1 0 L . XT 
END 
END 




+ 2 5 6 4 0 1 5 
END 
[NDSUI' 
SOROUP IX - PANEL SCANTLINGS 
I 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
1 1.256232 
I I 25 62 3 2 




SGIWUP X - GIRDER SCANl1JNGS 
$GROUI' XI · I--~AM F SCAN'l1 .. INGS 
6232 
6232 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
6232 
6132 
SG ROVP XII(a) - ADDL. PANEL SCAND_TNGS 
END 
$GROUP XV - DELE'nONS 
END 
AL"TOJOIN 4 3 
AUT010lN 5 4 
65 
END 
SUBSTRUCTITRE 2 0 0 
O. O. 0 
70 
MODULE 1 ·768. O. 0 
30 0000 I N ~ I 
60 .. 1.01. 
·36. 204. 
·36. 312. 
144.204 ·96.204 . 
. 144 312 ·96.312 
· 156.258 -126. 258 
·90. 312. 66. 312 
END 
SIDE 1 I 2 1 I 10 L XT. I 
SIOE 2 I 3 I I 10 L 
SIDE 3 2 6 I I 10 L XT. ·1 
SIDE 435 I 1 10 L 
SIDE 5 5 4 I 1 10 L . -XT , I 











SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 







SGROUP XlI(A) - ADDL. PAJ'I.'EL SCANTLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 2 -936. O. 0 
30.0000 I Y N I 









SIDE I I 2 1 I 10 L . XT, · 1 
SIDE 2 I 3 I I 10 L 
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SIDE 3 271 I 10 L, XT,-I 
SIDE4351 11 0L 
SIDE 5 5 4 1 I I 0 L _XT,_ I 
SIDE 6 7 4 I I I 0 L , XT. -I 
END 
END 








SGROUP LX - PANEL SCAt-lLINGS 
25 62 3 2 
11 .256232 
I I .256232 
11 .256232 
1 1.256232 
SGROUP X - GiRDER SCANTLINGS 





$GI-IOUP XU(A) ADDL. PANEL SCAN11..D<GS 
E"ID 
SGROUP XV. DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 3 -1140. O. 0 
40 . 0000 I NY I 
5 1 1.00 1.0 
-36. 
·36 







SIDE I I 2 I I I 0 L • XT . -I 
SIDE 2 3 4 I I I 0 L 
SIDE J 2 9 I 1 I 0 L , XT , - I 
SIDE41311 10 L 
SIDE55611 1 0L 
SIDE (; 6 4 I I I 0 L . -XT • -I 
72 
SIDE7751110L 
SIDE l\ 9 4 I 1 I 0 L , XT , -1 
END 
END 
SUPER I "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
SECTION 0 4 
END 
ELEM 1 1 357 I 25 
+ 25 6 4 0 1.5 
+ 3 5 4 27 1 .5 
END 
ENDSUP 
:G ROUP Vill 
$GROUP IX - PANEL SCAt-.TLINGS 
I 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
I I 25 6 2 3 2 
I I .25 6 2 3 2 
I I .25 6 2 3 2 
1 I .25 6 2 3 2 
I I .25 6 2 3 2 
I 1 .256232 
1 I .25 6 2 3 2 
SGROUP X · GIRDER SCAl'."1l, INGS 





62 3 2 
62 3 2 
62 3 2 
6232 
SGRour XIJ(a) - ADDL. PANEL SCANTLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE4 -1260, 0, 0 
20 . 0000 1Y NI 
60 . 1.001.0 
·36 
· 36 
-136 O. -144. 0 
- 136 312 _144. 3]2. 
204. _144.204 
140 258. _156. 258. 
· 36 204. 




SIDE 3 2 8 I t I 0 L , XT. I 
SIDE 4 I 3 1 1 1 0 I 
73 
SIDE 5 5 6 1 1 1 0 L 
SIDE 6 6 4 I I I 0 L . -Xl . ·1 
SIDE 7 7 2 I 1 10 L Xl. 
SIDE 8 8 4 I I I 0 L. Xl . 
END 
END 
SUPER I "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
SEClIONO 
END 
ELEM I I 357 1 .25 
... 275421.25 




SGROUP IX - PANEL SCANTLINGS 
256232 
I J 256232 
11.256232 
I J .256232 
1 1.256232 
11.256232 
1 1 .256232 
1 1 .256232 
SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 









SGROUP XlI(a)· ADDL. PANEL SCAN'll.INGS 
END 
$GROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
SGROUP XVI - JOINING OF MODULES 
AUTOJOIN 2 I 
AUTOJOIN 3 2 
AUTOJOlN 4 3 
END 
SUBSTRUCllJRE 3 0 0 
0. 0.0 
MODULE 1 -138. O. 0 




·84 204 .76204 
-84 135 -76135 
74 
SIDE 1 12 1 1 1 0 L , ·XT. · 1 
SIDE 2 2 :3 1 1 [ 0 L . 
SIDE J 1 4 1 1 [ 0 L, XT, '\ 
ENOSUP 
'G ROUP V1I1 




SGROUP X· GIRDER SCAl'.'TLINGS 
SGROUP Xl · FRAME SCANTI .lNGS 
4375 .25 .5.15 
.4375 .25.5 .15 
4375 .25.5 .15 
SGROUP Xll(a) · ADDL. PANEL SCAr-rrLINGS 
END 
$GROUP XV· DELEll01\S 
END 
MODULE 2 ·540. O. 0 
I I O . OOIOIYNI 
36.54 1.00 1.0 
. S< 
END 
· 156 156 
·IS62CY-
1 1 2 1 [ I 0 L . ·XT . . [ 
SIDE 22 3 1 1 1 0 L · XT , 
SIDE 3 3 " 1 1 1 0 L • · XT , 
SIDE 4 1 4 1 I 1 0 L . · XT , -I 
END 
END 
SUPER [ "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
SECTION 0 
END 




SGROUP IX · PANEL SCANTLINGS 
11.256 232 
1 [ .25 6 2 3 2 
[ 1 .25 6 2 3 2 
1 1 .25 6232 
SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTI, INGS 
SGROUP XI · f'RAME SCANTI.INGS 
6 2 3 2 
6232 
62 3 2 
75 
6232 
SGROUP XII(a) _ ADDL. PANEL SCANTLINGS 
END 




SUBSTRUCTURE 4 0 0 
0.0.0 
MODULE 1 -624. 0 0 
200 00 1 0 1 Y N 1 
9.6 .. l.001.0 
·270.59182.682 -232.9 195.2 
-27059177.695 ·232.9 165.6 
·273.36173.747 -249.6 141.3 
-278.278172.224 -278.1 132.2 
·282.9 18173.747 -306.7 141.3 
·285.827177.765·324 165.6 
·285.689182.751 -324 195 
-283.057186.422-306.7218.9 
-27S.278 18!W85 -278.1 228 
·273.36186.561 -250.4 218.9 
END 
BOTI"OM 1 122220 LCYH96-XTH I6-1 
BOTTOM 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTHI6-1 
BOTI"OM 3 3 4 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTH I6-1 
BOTroM 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTHI6- ] 
Bo·nOM 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCY H96 -XT H16 -1 
BOTI"OM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 -XTHI6-1 
BOlTOM 7 7 82220 LCY H96-XTHI6 ·1 
BOTTOM 8 892220 LCYH96 ·XTHI6·] 
BOTl"OM 9 9102220 LCYH96 -XTHI6 -! 
BOTJ"OM 10 10 1 2220 LCY H96 -XT HI6-1 
END 
END 
SUPER 1 "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
SECTION 0 
END 
ELEM I 23 10 1 2 .25 
-I- 2349 102.25 
-I- 345892.25 
-I- 456782 .25 
ENDSUP 
!GROUPVIil 











$GROUP X - GIRDER SCANlLINGS 







16 .4 .4 
1.6.4.4 
'GROUP XII(a) - ADDL PANEL SCANTLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 2 -432 0 0 
IS 0.00 I 0 1 N N I 












BOTroM I I 22220LC YI-I96-XTH96-1 
BOTroM 2232220 LCY H96 -XTH96 -) 
BOTIUM 3 342220 LCY H96 -XTH96 · ) 
BOTro~l 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCY H96-XTH96 -1 
BOTroM 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCY 1,196 -XT H96-1 
BOTrOM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTH96-1 
B01TOM 7 7 8 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 ·XT H96-1 
BOTI"OM 8892220 LCYH96·XT H96 - 1 
BOTroM 9 9)02220 LCYH96 -XTH96 - 1 













(J 0 .25 
00 .25 
00 .25 
_~GROUP X GIRDER SCANTI.INGS 







1 ,6.4 .4 
SGROUP XII(a)· ADDL. PANEL SCANTUNGS 
END 
SGROUr XV - MODlRCA nONS TO THE STRUCTURAL MODEL 
TITLE "OPENING POR lIPTAKES AND ENTRANCE 
PANEL 1 15 THRU 0 
FRAME I 15 TI-IRU 0 
312 0 0 




BOlTO~ I 12 2220 LCYH96 ·XTH52-1 
BOlTOM 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 LCY I/96-XTH52 - 1 
BOlTO~ 3 3 4 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 -XTH52 - 1 
BOlTO~ 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTH52 -1 
ROlTO\.1 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XTH52-1 
BO'ITO:Vl 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCY 1-196 -XT 1-152 -1 
BOTTOM 7 7 8"" 2 0 LC YH96 -XTH52 1 
BOlTOM 8 8 9 2 2 2 0 LCY H96 -XT H52·1 
BOlTOM 9 9 lU 2 2 2 0 LCY I196-XTH'i2-1 




SUPER 1 "TIt ..... NSVERSE BUtKHEAD" 
SECTION 5.83333 
END 
ELE:.t I 2 3 10 1 2 .25 
• 2 3 4 9 102 .25 
-'- 3458 92.25 














SGROUP X · GIRDER SCANlLINGS 
SGROUP Xl- FRAME SCANlLINGS 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6.4.4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1.6.4 .4 
$G ROUP Xll(a) - ADDL. PANEL SCAN"lUNGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 4 -240 0 0 
I O.OOlOINNI 
11 , . 1.00 1.0 
·253.924 187.984 llH .428 
-253.924 171.405 17~.866 
-262.503 159. 149 
-278.028 154.655 ·278.18 
-293 .143 158.74 ·2SO.539 
-303 .357172.222 -28 1.914 
303.357188. 155 ·28 1.504 
-294.369 200 -280.504 
-278.D28 206.539 -278.18 
-262.503201.178 · 275 .886 
END 
BOTIOM 1 122220 LCYII52 ·XTH8·1 
79 
llunOM 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 LCYH52-XTH8-1 
BOTTOM 3 3 4 2 2 2 0 LcYm2-XTH8- 1 
nOHOM 4 4 5 2220 LCYH5 2 -XTHI\ - 1 
BOHOM 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCYH52 -XTHS - 1 
BOTTOM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH52 ·XTH8 - 1 






8 S 9 2 2 2 0 LCYH52~XTI18~ ' 
9910222 
10 10 12220 
$.GROUP X GIRDER SCANTLlKGS 
$.GROUP XI fRAM E SCANTLINGS 
1 .6.4.4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
t .6 .4 .4 
1.6.4 .4 
1 .6 .4.4 
SGROUP XlI(a) ,\DDL. PANEL SCANILIKGS 
E:-<D 
$GROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
JOIN 270 J720 
AUTOJOIN 2 I 
Al;-rOJOIN 3 2 
AlYTOJOIN 4 3 
END 
SUBSnUICTURE 5 
o O. 0 
MODULE 1 -3\1 . 0 0 
50.0010INY! 
!2 . , 1.00 1.0 
156 204 





2  181 
2" ~2M 181 
204 ·216 181 
204 -232.9 181 
218.9 -248 181 
141.3 248 179 
156 ·2)2.9 179 
-216 156 -2 16 179 
~ 21l' 156 179 
- 192 156 179 
-180 156 - 180 179 
- 168 156 - 168 179 
· 156 156 
B01TO~f 1 1 2 11 I 0 L, 
BOTroM 22 3 I 1 1 0 L. 
BOTroM 3341 1 1 0 L . XT 
BOTroM 4 4 5 I I 1 0 L . XT 
BOTTOM 55 61 1 1 0 L . XT 
BOTTOM 6 6 7 II! 0 L . XT 
BUITOM 7 7 8 I 1 1 0 L . XT 
BUn-OM 889 11 lOT . XT 
BUITOM 99 10 I 1 10 L,XT 
BOTIOM 10 10 II 1 1 10 L.XT 
BUITOM 11 11 1211 10 L.XT 
BUITOM 12 121311 I 0 L . XT 
BOTrOM 131314 1 1 10 L . XT 
BOTTOM 14 1415 1 1 10 L . XT 
BOTroM 15 15 16 1 1 J 0 L ,XT 
END 
ENDSUP 
!GROUP V flI 






0 0 .25 









$GROUP X · GIRDER SCAN1UNGS 
SGROUP Xl - FRAME SCANTLINGS 
81 
1.25 .525 
1 .25 .S 25 
1 .25.5 .25 
1.25 .525 
1 2.~.5 2.~ 








SGROUP XII (a) - ADDL. PANEL SCAN1LI"'G~ 
END 
SGROt;P XV - nrLETIOKS 
END 
",10DULE 2 -432. O. O. 
100.00 1 0 1 N K 1 















· 168 156 
·156 156 
END 
BanU",! 1 1 2 1 1 10 L. XT 
1l0TTOM 22 J I I 10 L. XT 
sarrO:\1 3341 I 1 0 L ,XT 
BOTTOM 44511 1 0L.XT 
BOTTOM 55611 1 0L,XT 
BOTTOM 667111 0 L.XT 
778 1 I I 0 L ,XT 
BOTJOM 889 I 1 10 T.XT 
BOTTOM 9 9 10 1 I 1 0 L. XT 
BUITO",l 101 0 II I 1 10 L . XT 
BOTTOM!! 1112 11 1 0L,X"1 
1l0TTOM 121213 I 1 1 0 L,XT 
BOTTOM 1"31314 I I 10 L ,XT 
82 
BO'ITOM 14 14 15 I I 10 L, XT 




















.!iGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
$GROUP XI- FRAME SCANTLINGS 
) ,87387 














SGROUP XIl(a) · ADDL. PM'EL SCANTLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV· MODIFICATIONS TOnIE STRUCTURAL MODEL 
PANEL 4 IOTHRUO 
FRAME 4 IOTHRUO 
END 
MODULE 3 -540. O. 0 
90.001 0 I Y N I 
12.,1.00 1.0 
· 156204 
· 168181 168 204 
· 180181 180 204 
·192 181 ·192 
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·2'" 181 -204 ,,)< 
·216 181 -ltti 2., 
-232.9 18 1 -232.9 2'" 
255 181 -25004 2 18.9 
-255 179 -249.6 t41J 
-232.9 179 232.9 156 
-216 179 216 156 
· 21M 179 
'''' 
156 
-192 179 -1 92 
-1 68 156 
-180 179 -1 80 156 
·156 156 
END 
BO"nOM 1 1 21\ I 0 L. XT 
BQ"lTOM 2231 1 I 0 L. 
BOnUM 3 3 4 1 I J 0 L .XT 
BOT raM 445 1 1 1 0 L .XT 
Bon n M 5 5 (, I 1 , 0 L .XT 
B01TOM 667 1 , , 0 L , XT 
BO-1' roM 778 I , , 0 L , XT 
BonOM 8 8 9 I , lOT , XT 
BOTTOM 99101 1 1 0 L, XT 
BOTraM 10 10 I I , , 1 0 L.XT 
BOTIDM 
" " '" 
1 1 0 L,XT 
BOTTOM 121213 1 1 10 L,XT 
DorlDM IJ 13141 1 10 L , XT 
BOTTOM 1414151 1 1 0 L, Xl' 




~GROUP IX · PANEL SCANTLINGS 















$GROU I' X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
















1 .25 .5 .25 
SCROUP XI! (a) - ADDL. PANEL SCANll, INCS 
END 
$GROUP XV . DELETIONS 
END 
AUTOJOIN 2 I 
AUTOJOIN 3 2 
END 
SUBSTRUCTURE 6 0 0 
0,0,0 
MODULE 1 ·1260. O. 0 
18 0.00 I 0 1 Y N I 
12,,1,001,0 
274.511265.428 -232.85 1 279.194 
274.511262,866 -232.478249,556 
_275 .886260,986_249,627225.324 








nOTl'OM 1 1 22220 LCYH8 · XTH% - 1 
nOTl"OM 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 LCY H8 -XT H96-1 
n01"1'OM 3342220 LCYH8 -XTH96 - 1 
BOTrOM 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCY HS-XT H96 ·1 
BOTl'OM 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCY HS -XTH96 - 1 
nOTJ"OM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH8 -XTH96 · 1 
BOTl'OM 7 7 8 2 2 2 0 LCYIIS-XT H96 · 1 
BOTJ"OM 8 8 9 2220 L.CY H8 -XT 1196 - 1 
BOTroM 99 to 2 2 2 0 L.CYH8·XT H96 -1 
BOTrOM 10 to I 22 2 0 LCY H8 _XT H96 · 1 
END 
END 
SUPER 1 "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD" 
SECTION 0 
END 



















:SGROUP X· GIRDER SCANl1..INGS 
SGROUP XI FRAME SCANTLINGS 
1.6.4.4 
1 .6.4.4 






$GROUP X[[(a) - ADDL. PANEL SCANTI.INGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE2 -10440. O. 













BOTTOM J 122 220 LCYH9(i -XTH9(i-l 
BOTIOM 2 2 3 2 220 LCYH%-XTH% · 1 
BOTTOM 3342220 LCYH96-XTH96-1 
BOTIOM 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCYH96_XTH96_J 
BOTIOM S 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCY H96 -XTH96-1 
86 
BorroM (j 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 -XT H96-J 
BOTIOM 7 782220 LCYH96 XTH% -l 
BOTTOM 892220 LCYH9ti-XTH96-1 
HUrI'OM 10 2 2 2 0 LCY H96-XTH96-1 
IIOTr0\1 12220 LCYH96 -XTH96-1 
END 
SUPER J "TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD 
SECTION2 ,g 
EKD 
ELEM 123 10 1 2 .25 
~ 2.1 4 9 10 2 .25 
+ 3 4 5 8 \I 2 .25 





SGROUP X - GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
$(;ROUP XI- FRAME SCAN1Ul\GS 
6 , ~ .4 
6,4.4 





SGROUP Xll(~) ,\DDL. PANEL SCAN1LIl"US 
END 
$GROUP XV - MODIFlC,\ TIONS TO THE STRUCTURAL MODEL 
PANEL I 10 THRU 0 
fRAME I 10 THRU 0 
END 
MODULE 3 -921. O. 0 
60,OOlOlNNI 
12 , 1.00 1.0 
-232.851279.194-253.924 
-2J2.4782(.9.556 25J,\n4 
-249.621 225 ,324 -262.503 
87 
· 278.028 238.655 
293. 143 242.74 
· 303.357 256.222 
BOTTOM 1 1 22220 LCY H96·XTH52 ·1 
BOTJ"OM 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 LCY H96-XTH52-1 
BOTTOM 3 3 4 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 - XTI!52 ~ ! 
BOTTOM 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 -XTH52"1 
BOTTOl'.l 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCY H96 ·XT H52- 1 
BOTTOM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCYH96 -XT H52 ·1 
BOTTOM 7 7 R 2 2 2 0 LCYH96-XT H52-1 
BOTTOM 8 8 9 2 2 2 0 Ley H96 · XT H52· 1 
BOTTOM \I \I 102220 LCYH% -XTH52 · 1 
BOTTOM 1010 1 2220 LCYH96·XTH52- 1 
ENf) 
END 
SUPER 1 "TRANSV.l::RSE BULKHEAD" 
SECTION 0 
END 
ELEM 1 23 10 1 2 .2'i 
... 2349102.25 
- '34 5 8 9 2 .25 
- 4 5 67 8 2 .25 
END 
!GROUPVIlI 






0 0 .25 
0 0 .25 
00 .25 
00 .25 
$GROUP X • GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
SGROUP XI - FRAME SCANTLL",GS 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 6 .4.4 
1 .6.4 .4 
1 '(i .4 .4 
1 .6.4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1 .6 .4 .4 
1.6.4.4 
1.6 ,4.4 
SGROUP XIl(a) ADDL. PANEL SCANTLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV . DELETIONS 
END 
MODULE 4 · 852 O. 0 
1 0 00 I 0 INN I 
12 .. 1.00 10 
253.924271.984 ·27<: .5 11265 ,428 
253.924 255A05 ·274.511 262 .866 
·262.503 243. 149 · 275.886 260.986 
278 ,028 238.655 .278.18 260,161 
·293 ,143 242.74 ·280.539261.021 
·30).357 ·281.914 262.93 
·30).357 ·281.504 265 ,287 
·294.369 280.504 267.297 
278.028 ·278.18 268.037 
262,503 ·275.886267.332 
END 
I30TI'OM I 122220 LCYH52 -XTHS·1 
BOTroM 2 232220 LCYJl52-XTHS-1 
Bon'OM J 3,; 2 2 2 0 LCYH52 ·XTH8 ·1 
Bon'OM 4 4 5 2 2 2 0 LCYH52-XTHS- 1 
BOTroM 5 5 6 2 2 2 0 LCYH52 -XTHS· 1 
Bon'OM 6 6 7 2 2 2 0 LCY!-I52·XTHS-1 
BOlTOM 7 7 8 2 2 2 0 LCYH52 -XTHS · 1 
Bon'O!>l S S 9 2 2 2 0 LCYHS2-XTHS-1 
1I0"1TOM 9 9102220 LCY fi5 2 -XT HS- I 















SGROUP X . GIRDER SCM'TI.INGS 
SGROUP XI - FRAME SCANTLINGS 
I .6 A A 




6 .4 .4 
'9 
\ .6.4_4 
1 .6.4 .4 
1.6 .4.4 
\ GROUP X1l(a) ADDL PANEL SCANTLINGS 
END 
\ GROUP XV - DELETIONS 
END 
AlJT010IN 2 \ 
AlJT010IN 3 2 
AUTOJOIN 4 3 
END 
SUBSTRUCTURE 7 
O. O. O. 
MODULE 1 -924 . 0 0 
60.00 1 01YY I 
12 . . LO 0 LO 
-1 44 312 
- 170 288 -170 265 
- 182 288 -1 ~2 265 
- i94 288 - 194 265 
-206 288 -206 265 
218 288 
-232.9 288 232.9 265 
-250.377 303_239 -248 267 
·249.627 225_324 -241'1 26 1 
·232.9 240 -232 _9 263 
-218 240 -211'1 263 
206 240 -206 263 
240 - 194 263 
· 11'12 240 -11'12 263 
· 170 240 
· 144 204 
END 
BOTTOM , ' 2 , , I 0 L. 
BOTTOM 2231 , 1 0 L , 
BOTTOM 3341 , , 0 L 
B01"1'OM 4451 , , 0 L 
BanUM 5561 , , ° L 
B01"1'OM Ii Ii 7 1 I I 0 L 
BOTTOM 7781 I I 0 L 









BOTTOM 9910 I , I 0 L ,XT 
BOTTOM 10 10 II 1 I 1 0 L.XT 
BOTTOM 
" " '" 
1 I 0 L ,XT 
B01"1'OM 12121311 10 L.XT 
BOTTOM 1313 141 , 10 L,XT 
B01"1'Ol>1 1414151 , 1 0 L.XT 





















$GROUP X _ GJRDER SCANTLINGS 





I .25.5 25 
1 25.5 .25 
.25 
25.5 .25 
I 25.5 25 
j .25.5 25 
125 .525 
1 .25 .525 
1 .25 .5.25 
1 .25 .525 
$GROUP XIl(a) - ADDL PAA'EL SCAl'<--rLlNGS 
eND 
SGROUP XV - DELETIONS 
' NO 
MODULE 2 - )(}14. 0 0 
JO 0 . 0 ° ) 0 I Y Y 1 
12 , 1.00 1.0 
- 144 312 
170 288 
-182 















SOlTOM 1 1 2 1 I J 0 I , XT 
SOlTOM 2231110 l ,XT 
BOlTOM 334 I I 10 L ,XT 
BOTTOM 445 I I 10 L ,XT 
BOlTOM 556 I I 1 0 L ,XT 
BOTTOM 667 1 110L,Xl 
BOTTOM 778 1 110L 
SOlTOM 889 I I l O T , XT 
BOlTO:-'1 9910 I I 1 0 L,XT 
BOlTOM 10 to II I 1 10 L , XT 
BOTTOt.l I I II 12 I I 10 L,XT 
BOTTOM 12 12 ni l I 0 L, XT 
BOTTOM 13 13 14 I I 1 0 L ,XT 
14 14 15 I I 10 L ,XT 




SGROUP IX - PANEL SCANlLNGS 
1 1873.873 .87 
873.873 .87 
1 1873.873 .87 












SGRQUP X - GIRDER SCANl1.INGS 







3 .873 .87 









SGROUP XII(a) - ADDL PANEL SCAr.rrLINGS 
END 
SGROUP XV - MODIFICATIONS TO THE STRUcnJRAL MODEL 
PANEL 4 to THRU 0 
FRA ME 4 to THRU 0 
END 
MODULE3 - 1140. O. 0 
80 00 I 0 1 Y N 1 











-2 18 263 
·206 263 
- 194 263 

















- ]70 240 
B01TOM I 1 21 I 1 0 L , XT 
nOr[OM 2231 I 1 0 L. 
BOTroM 3341110 L,XT 
nOTT'OM 4451 I 10 L ,XT 
BOlTOM 5561 I 10 L .XT 
B01TOM 6671 I 10 L , XT 
BOTfOM 7781110 L . XT 
nOTroM 889 I I lOT .XT 
B01TOM 9910 1 I 1 0 L.XT 
BOTT'OM 10 10 II 1 I 1 0 L. XT 
BO'ITOM II I I 12 1 1 1 0 L,XT 
BOTTOM 12 1213 I 1 1 0 L.XT 
BOTroM 13 13 14 I 1 I 0 L. XT 
BOTroM 1414151 I 10 L.XT 





















SGROUP X· GIRDER SCANTLINGS 
SGROUP XI· FRAME SCANTL[NGS 
125.5 25 








[ .25 .525 
[ .25.525 
[.25.525 
1 .25.5 25 
1.25.525 
1 .25.525 
SGROUP XII(a)· ADDL. PANEL SCAN'IUNGS 
END 
SGROUP XV . DELETIONS 
END 




BETWEEN [ 2 
AUTOJOIN61 
BE'IWEE.. ... 35 
AlITOJOIN2 I 
JOIN 2 2 1 3 163 
-t- 23 1 313 
-t- 2223 166 
-t- 2323\ 6 
AUTOJOIN2 3 
AlITOJ01N 22 
BETWEEN 1 3 
AUTOJOIN2 1 
94 
AUTOJOIN 2 2 
AUTOJOIN ) 2 
AUTOJOIN4 2 
JOIN 55024 I 
AUTOJOIN 52 
JOIN 65324 I 
AUTOJOIN 6 2 
BETWEEN 4 5 
AUTOJOIN I 2 
AUTOJOIN I 3 
AUTOJOIN 3 I 
AUTOJOIN 3 2 
AUTOJOIN 4 I 
AUTOJOIN 4 2 
AUTOJOIN 4 J 
BETWEEN 6 7 
AUTOJOIN I 2 
JOIN I I 123 4 2 
AUTOJOIN I 3 
22 
2 1 
JOIN 3 2 4 I 56 
AUTOJOIN 3 I 
AUTOJO!N J 2 
AUTOJOIN 4 2 
AUTOJOIN 4 I 
BETWEEN 2 7 
AUTOJOIN 2 I 
22 
AUTOJ01N 3 I 
AUTOJOIN ) 2 
END 
BOUNDARY 2 4 I I 
CENTERPLAr-'E I I I 0 
CENTER PLANE I 1 3 0 
CENTERPLANE I 2 I 0 
CENTERPLANE I 2 3 0 
RESTRAINT I I I I II 111 I 
RESTRAINT I 4701111 11 
RESTRAINT I 6 10 1111 11 
RESTRAINT 2 2 101 111 11 
RESTRAINT 3 I 12111 111 
RESTRAINT) 122 111 111 
RESTRAINT 3 1 32 111111 
RESTRAINT J 142111111 
RESTRAINT 5 2 7 0 I11II 1 
RESTRAINT 5 2 710 1I 1I 11 
1273 1111 11 
1270 1111 11 
13901 111 11 
1 5110 II1 I I I 
21601111 11 
95 
2 3 9 0 llllil 
END 
LOADSET I "STATIC LOADS' 
Y 1.0 
l:'lMERSION - 180 
1 00 1 
] 0 I 0 
WEIGHT 
1.244 ].244 ] .244 
] 00 ] 
] 0 1 0 
WEIGHT 
"' 
1 00 I 
1 0 I 0 
WE1GI-IT 
]33.3133.3133.3 
1 00 1 
1 0 1 0 
WEIGHI 
165.23 ]65.23 165 .23 
] 00 1 
WEIGHT 
o 165.2300 
I 00 1 
1 0 1 0 
WEIGHT 
5656 




1 00 1 
] 0 1 0 
WEIGHT 
263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 
263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3 
1 00 I 
1 0 1 0 
WEIGHT 
96 
76.9 76.9 76.9 76.9 76.9 76.9 76.9 
29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 
29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 29.98 
1 00 I 
1 0 I 0 
WEIG HT 
29.83 29.83 29.81 29.83 29.83 29.83 29.83 29.83 
29 .83 29.83 
LOADSET 2 "STARBOARD BOW"' 
Y 1.0 





LOADSET 3 '" APr PORT QUARTER' 
Y 1.0 
IMMERSION -ISO .. WAVEONLY 60. 2067.1180. 235 
( 
( 26 Blank Lines 
( 
LOAOSET 4 "PORT BO W" 
Y LO 
IMMERSION ·180. , . WAVEOl\'LY 60. 2067. 1 180. 135 
( 
(26 Blank Lines 
( 
LOADSET 5 "APr STARDOARD QUARTER " 
Y 1.0 
IMMERSION -180. , • WAVEONLY 60. 2067.1 D. 315 
( 
( 26 Blank Lines 
( 
LOAOSET 6 "STARBOARD BEAM"' 
Y LO 
IMMERSION -180 , , WAVEONLY 60. 2067 .1 0.0 
( 
(26 Blank Ljn~-' 
( 
LOAOSET 7 "PORT BEAM 
Y 1.0 
IMMERSION -180 . . WAVEONLY 60. 2067.1 180. 180 
97 
Y 1.0 
IMYlERSlOK,180 .. WAVFO.:-<f.Y 100. lons.s 045 
IMYlERSlON-180 .. WAVEONLY 300.10225.5180.235 
Y 1.0 
IM\1ERSTON-I~O .. WAVEONT,Y ~oo 1022'ij IRO. n5 
Y 1,0 
IMMERSID.:-.! -180 , \VAVEONLY 3rxl. 10225,5 0, 315. 
lMMERSIO:-.! -180 , , WAVEONLY ~OO. 10225.5 0 0 
IM:..1ERSIO':-< 180., WAVEONLY 300. 10225.5 100, 180. 
2(i Blank Lincs 
"STATIC I.DAD. STARBOARD now. PORTQDAR'mR SS5" 
1,0 123 
CASE 2 "STATIC LOAD. STARBOARD nOWWAVF. PORTQDAR'mR WAVE 555' 
1,01 4 5 
CASE 3 "STATIC LOAD .. STAHBOARD HJ::AM .. rORTBEAM SS 5" 
1.0 1 67 
98 
CASE 4 "STATIC LOAD ... STARBOARD BOW .. PORT QUARTER 55 8" 
10 \ 89 
CASE 5 "STATIC LOAD + STARBOARD BOW WAVE ... PORT QUARTER WAVE 55 8" 
1.0 1 10 11 





APPENDIX Co DESCRIPTiON AND CALCULATION OF SllHPI.E 
STRUCTURE 
This appendix provides further MAESTRO validation. A prohlem from TS3001 
Naval Architectural class. was selected to he calculated by classical analytical means and 
by MAESTRO. The results for shear stress and bending moment from hoth MAESTRO 
and the analytital solution were compared 
A. DESCRIPTION (W PROBLEl\'f 
The problem description is as follows: a rectangular barge is floating empty at a 
draft of 3 ft. The barge is divided into five equal compartments by fo ur weightless 
transverse bulkheads. The tenter three compartments are later f1Jled with fresh water to 
25% eapatity. The barge has the following parameters' 
Length: L = 150 ft 
Beam b= 50ft 
Mouldcd Depth; h = 8 ft 
Draft : d =3 ft. 
The following arc the analytical calculations fo r the rectangular barge: 
Weight of the empty barge: 
Weight of load: 




j= 250.7 LIOn 
Weight distrihution for both the empty bargc and load: 
wd= WI!. 








Wd == 2.79 Llon/ft 
B= W+J 
B = 893.5 LIOn 
D istributive Buoyancy forcl;.':: 
bd=BIL 




The following figure ill ustrates the net weigh!, shear, and bending moment curves with 
the weigh! in the compartments. 
Figure 3 t. Weight. Shear, and Moment Curves. 
Thl;.': maximum shear as ill ustrated above is 51.14 LIons and the maximum bending 
moment is 1883 ft-tons. 
102 
B. APPLICATION OF THE PROBLEM TO MA.ESTRO 
In order to apply this problem into MAESTRO, the follow ing assumptions are 
made The first assumption is related to material selection. The material selected was 
1040 steel and the appropriate Young's Modulus and yield strength were inputted into the 
code. The strak.e parameters were selected next. Since a very simple layout was selected 
for the struc ture, only three strakes were util ized. Since no detai ls were available for tile 
structure, the strake thickness was varied trying to match the same displacement found in 
the analytical solution. After tinding a suitable displacement, the MAESTRO program 
was initiated and the follow ing shear and bending moment resu lt, were found 
• ,vlax shear = 55 LIOn 
• Max Moment = 1,923.3 ft - Lions. 
In comparing the results from both MAESTRO and the analytical solution, the difference 
in maximum shear is 8,8 %, and the difference in maximum bending moment is 2.23 %. 
The shear and bending moment differe nces arc due to the lal:k of structural detai ls. Even 
with the assumptions made on the structural details, the MAESTRO program is providing 
simi lar results to the analytical solutions. The MAESTRO solution would be more 
accurate given more structural de ta ils. This simple structure validates the MAESTRO 
sol ut ions for this work. 
103 
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